The Cup in the Forest

While reading
Pages 1–7
1 Put the underlined letters in the right order to make a word.
   a Per and Nina are on alidyoh in the country.
   b Nina doesn’t like the forest. It is itueq and dark.
   c Per moves the sntose with his hands.
   d There are some inerag words on the cup.
   e Per and Nina veird to a small town.
   f The people are very elfindy at the hotel.
   g Per can take the cup to the museum in the iongrnm. 

2 Answer the questions.
   a Where are Per and Nina on holiday?
   b What is under the stones?
   c What does Per see in the trees?
   d How do Per and Nina get to the small town?
   e Does Nina like the hotel?
   f Who does Per want to ask about the cup?

Pages 8–15
3 Put a word on the left with a word on the right.
   come say
   take start
   long buy
   old go
   listen slow
   fast bring
   stop new
   sell short

4 Underline the wrong word and put the right one.
   a Per can sleep in the hotel. 
   b There’s a beautiful man in the garden. 
   c Per and Nina take the cup to the museum in the evening. 

Pages 16–22
5 Are these sentences right (✓) or wrong (✗)?
   a Per finds the curator in the museum. ✓
   b The curator knows some strange stories about Viking ghosts. ✗
   c Nina can see many cars on the road. ✗
   d The man on the road is happy. ✓
   e Nina can’t stop the car. ✓
   f The car hits a house. ✗
   g The car doesn’t fall into a river. ✓
   h A policeman sees a dead girl in the car. ✓

6 Put the words in the right place to make sentences.
   a runs the Per museum to
   b takes curator’s Per the car
   c people can’t any Nina see
   d thinks again Nina money about
   e is The dark face man’s
   f water over car The the closes
   g unhappy Nina Per very is about
   h into walking Hakon the forest is

After reading
7 Look at the pictures in the book. Write the name of things you can see. The first letters of the words are given.
   a (p. 3) f.............., c.............., s..............
   b (p. 4) c.............., V..............
   c (p. 8) w.............., b..............
   d (p. 10) b.............., c..............
   e (p. 19) p.............., r..............

8 Write sentences about the story in your notebook with the words: hole, words, hotel, garden, museum, graves, afraid, money.
The Cup in the Forest

   a ☐ Per and Nina go to a hotel in a small town.
   b ☐ Per takes the curator’s car and goes after his girlfriend.
   c ☐ Per sees a dead Viking in the hotel café.
   d ☐ Nina is dead and Hakon is walking away with his cup.
   e ☐ Per and Nina stop the car and walk in the forest.
   f ☐ Nina screams and the car hits a tree.
   g ☐ Per can’t sleep and sees a man in the hotel garden.
   h ☐ Per takes a cup from a hole.
   i ☐ Nina takes the cup and drives away very fast.
   j ☐ Per and Nina go to a museum and talk to the curator.

2 Finish the sentences with the right word.
   hands important dark are drinking ask come name looks car
   a Nina and Per stop the ………… and walk in the forest.
   b Per moves the stones with his ………… .
   c The people in the hotel ………… very friendly.
   d Per and Nina ………… the curator about the cup.
   e The curator ………… at the cup for a long time.
   f Hakon is an old Viking ………… .
   g Per and Nina are ………… coffee in the hotel.
   h Money is ………… to Nina.
   i Nina can only see …………, black forests.
   j The police ………… and take the car from the river.

3 Are these sentences right (☑) or wrong (☒)?
   a ☐ Per falls over a stone in the forest.
   b ☐ There is a hole under the stones.
   c ☐ The cup is beautiful and Nina likes it.
   d ☐ Nina can see a man in the trees but Per can’t.
   e ☐ Per calls to the man in the hotel garden.
   f ☐ Per and Nina don’t take the cup to the museum.
   g ☐ There are some Viking houses in the forest.
   h ☐ Nina doesn’t listen to the curator’s stories.
   i ☐ Per calls Nina and she stops the car.
   j ☐ The strange man on the road has a dark, angry face.

4 Put the questions a–j with the answers 1–10.
   a What are Per and Nina doing in the countryside?
      ……
   b What does Per put in the hole under the stones?
      ……
   c What is there near the hotel? ……
   d What does Per see in the hotel garden? ……
   e What does the curator say to Per and Nina? ……
   f What can you find in the forest? ……
   g What are Nina and Per drinking in the hotel? ……
   h What is Nina thinking about in the car? ……
   i What are the strange stories about? ……
   j Where does Hakon go with the cup? ……

   1) Take the cup back to the forest.
   2) His hand.
   3) Coffee.
   4) A museum.
   5) Viking graves.
   6) Into the forest.
   7) They are on holiday.
   8) Viking ghosts.
   9) A strange man.
   10) Money.

5 Circle the right words.
   a Nina and Per live in a big / small town in Norway.
   b Per sees some stones and they are cold / strange.
   c Nina says, ‘Perhaps a Viking / an animal lives in the hole.’
   d Nina and Per drive to a town and stay in a hotel / museum.
   e Per sees the strange man in the hotel garden at night / in the morning.
   f Per asks a man in the hotel / museum about the cup.
   g The curator says, ‘Take the cup back tomorrow / now.’
   h The cup belongs to Hakon and Per / Nina is afraid.
   i Per goes after Nina on a bicycle / in a car.
   j Nina sees the man’s angry face and she calls his name / screams.